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LABS

• Newton’s Laws

– A few days

• Kepler’s Laws

– Done, but will review

• Learning

– Videos

– Games

– Cookies & Milk…
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What’s New since 02/12?

• Solar Flare Killed Us ALL!!!





What’s New since 02/12?

• ET found by SETI!





What’s New since 02/12?

• New Solar System Found by 

Kepler!!!

– Around a sun-like star 2,000 light-years 

away in the constellation Cygnus





What’s New since 02/12?

• Rover Opportunity still kickin’

– Original 3-month mission

– Celebrated 7 YEARS on Mars 

yesterday





What’s New since 02/12?

• DAYTIME fireball

– I saw it ~12:30 PM on Monday 2/15

– Entered atmosphere over NJ
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http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/image/0809/falsekiva_pacholka_big.jpg
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Introduction

• Gravity gives the Universe its structure

– It is a universal force that causes all 

objects to pull on all other objects 

everywhere

– It holds objects together

– It is responsible for holding the Earth in its 

orbit around the Sun, the Sun in its orbit 

around the Milky Way, and the Milky Way 

in its path within the Local Group
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Solving the Problem of Astronomical Motion

• Astronomers of antiquity did not make 
the connection between gravity and 
astronomical motion

• Galileo initiated the investigation of this 
connection with his famous experiments 
with projectiles and balls rolling down 
planks

• His efforts put science on a course to 
determine laws of motion and to 
develop the experimental method for 
verifying scientific conjectures
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Inertia

• Galileo established the idea of inertia

– A body at rest tends to remain at rest

– A body in motion tends to remain in motion

– Through experiments with inclined planes, Galileo 

demonstrated the idea of inertia and the 

importance forces (friction)

• This concept was incorporated in Newton’s 

First Law of Motion: [LAB TOMORROW]

An object at rest will remain at rest, an object 
in motion will remain in motion in a straight 
line, unless acted on by an outside force.

F:/flash drive/Astronomy/Chapter 2 (Gravity and Motion)/newtons first law.asx
F:/flash drive/Astronomy/Chapter 2 (Gravity and Motion)/newtons first law.asx


Bike Accident
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German Hi-Tech 

Experiment

../../../../My Videos/SkoolVids/giro_clip.mov
../../../../../Videos/DownloadTransfers-G70/Videos/RealPlayer Downloads/www.dumpert.nl - Duitser krijgt vliegles van draaimolen.wmv
../../../../../Videos/DownloadTransfers-G70/Videos/RealPlayer Downloads/www.dumpert.nl - Duitser krijgt vliegles van draaimolen.wmv
../../../../../Videos/DownloadTransfers-G70/Videos/RealPlayer Downloads/www.dumpert.nl - Duitser krijgt vliegles van draaimolen.wmv
../../../../../Videos/DownloadTransfers-G70/Videos/RealPlayer Downloads/www.dumpert.nl - Duitser krijgt vliegles van draaimolen.wmv
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Inertia

• Important ideas of the Newton’s first 

Law

– The concept of a force is introduced

– The force referred to is a net force

– The law implies that if an object is not 

moving with constant velocity, then a 

nonzero net force must be present

– The fact that planets travel in curved 

paths suggests that some force must 

be present
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A ball rolling down a slope speeds up. A ball rolling up 

a slope slows down. A ball rolling on a flat surface rolls 

at a constant speed if no forces act on it.

Back
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For a mass on a string to travel in a circle, a force must 

act along the string to overcome inertia. Without that 

force, inertia makes the mass move in a straight line.

Back
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Orbital Motion and Gravity

• Although not the first to propose gravity as 
being responsible for celestial motion, 
Newton was the first to:
– Spell out the properties of gravity

– Write the equations of gravity-induced motion

• Newton deduced that:
– The Moon’s motion could be explained by the 

existence of a force (to deviate the Moon from a 
straight inertial trajectory) and that such a force 
decreased with distance

– Orbital motion could be understood as a projectile 
moving “parallel” to the Earth’s surface at such a 
speed that its gravitational deflection towards the 
surface is offset by the surface’s curvature away 
from the projectile
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Newton’s 2
nd

Law of Motion

• Introduction
– An object is said to be in uniform motion if its 

speed and direction remain unchanged

– An object in uniform motion is said to have a 
constant velocity

– A force will cause an object to have non-uniform 
motion, a changing velocity

– Acceleration is defined as a change in velocity

• Acceleration
– A object increasing or decreasing in speed along a 

straight line is accelerating

– An object with constant speed moving in a circle is 
accelerating

– Acceleration is produced by a force and 
experiments show the two are proportional



Gravity and Motion

Back
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Newton’s 2
nd

Law of Motion

• Mass

– Mass is the amount of matter an object 

contains

– Technically, mass is a measure of an 

object’s inertia

– Mass is generally measured in grams or 

kilograms

– Mass should not be confused with weight, 

which is a force related to gravity – weight 

may change from place to place, but mass 

does not
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Newton’s 2
nd

Law of Motion

• Newton’s Second Law of Motion:

– Equivalently, the amount of acceleration (a) 

that an object undergoes is proportional to 

the force applied (F) and inversely 

proportional to the mass (m) of the object

– This equation applies for any force, 

gravitational or otherwise

∑ F = ma

F:/flash drive/Astronomy/Chapter 2 (Gravity and Motion)/newtons second law.asx
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A loaded cart will not accelerate as easily as an empty cart.

Back
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The Law of Gravity

• The Law of Gravity is:

– Where G is the gravitational constant 
(dependent on units), M and m are two 
masses that are undergoing mutual 
gravitational attraction, and r is the 
distance (center-to-center) between them

– All masses exert a gravitational force of 
attraction on all other masses

– The force is proportional to the product of 
the masses and inversely proportional to 
the square of their separation distance

F = GMm/r2
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Newton’s 3
rd

Law

• Newton’s Third Law of Motion:

– This law is also known as the law of action-

reaction

– Consequence: Sun’s force on the Earth is 

of the same magnitude as the force of the 

Earth on the Sun, albeit the accelerations 

are different due to the different masses

When two bodies interact, they create equal 
and opposite forces on each other

F:/flash drive/Astronomy/Chapter 2 (Gravity and Motion)/newtons third law.asx
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Skateboarders illustrate Newton's third law of motion. When 

A pushes on B an equal push is given to A by B.

Back
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Gravity produces a force of attraction between bodies. The 

strength of the force depends on the product of their masses, 

m and M, and the square of their separation, r. G is the 

universal gravitational constant.

Back
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Measuring a Body’s Mass Using Orbital Motion

• Basic Setup of an Orbital Motion Problem
– Assume a small mass object orbits around a much 

more massive object

– Massive object can be assumed at rest (very little 
acceleration

– Assume orbit shape of small mass is a circle 
centered on large mass

• Using Newton’s Second Law
– Acceleration in a circular orbit must be:

a = v2/r 

where v is the constant orbital speed and r is the 
radius of the orbit

– The force is that of gravity



Gravity and Motion

(A) A cannon on a mountain peak fires a projectile. If the 

projectile is fired faster, it travels further before hitting the 

ground. (B) At a sufficiently high speed, the projectile travels 

so far that the Earth's surface curves out from under it, and 

the projectile is in orbit.

Back
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Measuring a Body’s Mass Using Orbital Motion

• Method of Solution
– Equate F = mv2/r to F=GMm/r2 and solve for v:

v = (GM/r)1/2

– One can also solve for M:

M = (v2r)/G

– v can be expressed in terms of the orbital period (T) 
on the small mass and its orbital radius:

v = 2pr/T

– Combining these last two equations:

M = (4p2r3)/(GT2)

– This last equation in known as Kepler’s modified 
third law and is often used to calculate the mass of 
a large celestial object from the orbital period and 
radius of a much smaller mass
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Surface Gravity

• Surface gravity is the acceleration a 

mass undergoes at the surface of a 

celestial object (e.g., an asteroid, planet, 

or star)

• Surface gravity:

– Determines the weight of a mass at a 

celestial object’s surface

– Influences the shape of celestial objects

– Influences whether or not a celestial object 

has an atmosphere
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Surface Gravity

• Surface gravity is determined from Newton’s 2nd

Law and the Law of Gravity:

ma = GMm/R2

where M and R are the mass and radius of the 

celestial object, and m is the mass of the object 

whose acceleration a we wish to know

• The surface gravity, denoted by g, is then:

g = GM/R2

• Notice dependence of g on M and R, but not m

• gEarth = 9.8 m/s2

• gEarth/gMoon = 5.6 and gJupiter/gEarth = 3
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Escape Velocity

• To overcome a celestial object’s 

gravitational force and escape into 

space, a mass must obtain a critical 

speed called the escape velocity

• Escape velocity:

– Determines if a spacecraft can move from 

one planet to another

– Influences whether or not a celestial object 

has an atmosphere

– Relates to the nature of black holes
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Escape Velocity

• The escape velocity, Vesc, is determined 

from Newton’s laws of motion and the 

Law of Gravity and is given by:

Vesc = (2GM/R)1/2

where M and R are the mass and radius of 

the celestial object from which the mass 

wishes to escape

• Notice dependence of Vesc on M and R, 

but not m

• Vesc,Earth = 11 km/s, Vesc,Moon = 2.4 km/s
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Escape velocity is the speed an object must have to overcome 

the gravitational force of a planet or star and not fall back.

Back
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Calculating the escape velocity from a body.

Back





Overview;

• 1st: An object at rest will remain at 

rest & an object in motion will remain 

in motion in a straight line unless 

acted on by an outside force.

–Common ‘Mercan?

•All things wanna do what 

they’re doin’!







Overview;

• 2nd: An object’s acceleration is 

proportional to the net force acting upon 

it and inversely proportional to it’s 

mass.

– Common ‘Mercan?

FMA m
a

Fa

1






F ma 
An UNBALANCED force

Will cause

Something

To change it’s motion







Overview;

•3rd: When one object 

is in contact with 

another there exists 

equal and opposite 

forces between them.



Overview;

•3rd: When one object 

is in contact with 

another there exists 

equal and opposite 

forces between them.



Overview;

–Common “Mercan?

•For every action

there is an equal and 

opposite reaction

•F = -F







Nitty Gritty?

• Definitions?

– Inertia

–Mass

–Force

–Newton

–Weight

–Gravity
• Acceleration of

• Force of





Nitty Gritty?

• Inertia?
–Property of matter 
that resists a 
change in its 
motion
•No units, not a #!







Nitty Gritty?

•Mass?

–Measure of inertia

•Units - kg





Nitty Gritty?

•Force?

–Push or pull

•Units ?





Nitty Gritty?

•Weight?

–Force between 

YOU and the 

Earth!

•Unit - N



ASTRONOMY





Nitty Gritty?

•Gravity?

–Force between 

two objects 

caused by their 

masses…



Nitty Gritty?

•Gravity?

–M1 attracts M2

–Why?

•Isaac

•Albert



1 2
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Uncle Newt’s Law of Universal Gravitation





Uncle Al’s General Theory of Relativity

(Gravitation)



Gravity Steel-Cage Match!:

Isaac vs Albert





• In this corner, 

weighing in at a 

wimpy 134 pounds, 

Isaac “Sociopath” 

Newton!

• And in this corner, 

weighing in at a 

healthy175 pounds, 

Albert “The Tongue” 

Einstein!

Who wins???





A little Intro…
Cosmological Constant

(Dark Energy)

1917 Einstein proposes 
Cosmological Constant to „fix‟ 
the equation (stopped U 
from expanding…)

1929 Hubble discovers 
Expansion of the Universe

1934 Big Al calls his CC “my 
biggest blunder”.

1998 Astronomers find 
evidence for CC in Dark M&E

2000 Astronomers agree Big 
Al was “right even when he 
was wrong”







EXTREME Close up



The Monster in the Middle



What’s on the other 

side…?
























